AGENDA November 2, 2012

8:30-9:00am  Pre-Session Coffee/Conversation

9:00-9:10am  Welcome Back and Moving Along--Reagan

9:10-9:30am  Introductions from Additional Participants—MaryLou

*Please tell us (in no more than two minutes)*

1) *Who you are, a bit about your background*

2) *What you do (work and pertinent corollary efforts such as committees, boards and commissions)*

3) *What is your connection to the Poudre River that brings you to this table*

9:30—10:00  Group Discussion—Reagan

- A Question about Hats: Who does each of us represent? Ourselves? Our Organizations? What about our Multiple Affiliations?

- Survey Results

10:00--10:15am  Break

10:15am-12:00pm  Facilitated Group Dialogue—Sharing our Visions/Obstacles

MaryLou will introduce (Reagan and MaryLou will co-facilitate)

1) First: Hearing from those who wish to articulate their vision—practicing active listening, jotting down questions and reactions

2) Second: Seeking understanding—asking clarifying questions, attitude of curiosity

12:00-12:45pm  Lunch

12:45-2:30pm  Dipping our Toes in the Water--An Overview of the Poudre’s Ecological Needs—John Sanderson, Brian Bledsoe

2:30—2:45  Break

2:45—3:45pm  Dipping Our Toes in the Water, Continued

3:45-4:00pm  Wrap-up Comments/Observations & Homework—Reagan Waskom

4:00-4:30pm  Post-Session Conversation